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We consider a dissipative perturbation of an integrable Hamiltonian system. The
perturbed system is assumed to admit a weakly attractive invariant torus. The
system is integrated with a symplectic integrator. The discrete system also admits
an attractive invariant torus for sufficiently small step-sizes. The step-size may be
much larger than the perturbation parameter; it has only to be logarithmically
small compared to the perturbation parameter. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION: THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
w xAs in Part I 7 we investigate the behaviour of numerical integration
methods applied to perturbed Hamiltonian systems. We consider an ana-
lytic differential equation of the form
x s f x , « s f 0 x q « f 1 x , « , x g R2 m , 1 .  .  .  .Ç
0 .where the unperturbed equation x s f x is Hamiltonian. We assumeÇ
that the unperturbed equation is integrable in some bounded domain, i.e.,
for « s 0 there is an analytic canonical transformation to action-angle
0 .variables taking the unperturbed equation x s f x toÇ
w s v a , w g T m .Ç
a s 0, a g V ; R m .Ç
All solutions of the unperturbed equation lie on invariant tori described by
 .a s const in the action-angle variables. In these variables w, a the full
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 .system 1 may be written as
w s v a q « R1 w , a q « 2R2 w , a, « .  .  .Ç
2 .
a s «T 1 w , a q « 2T 2 w , a, « . .  .Ç
0 w xIn Part I we assumed f to be linear. In Part II 8 we treated the case
with nonlinear f 0 but with « s 0. Now we consider the case where f 0 is
nonlinear and where « ) 0. Similarly as in Part I we assume that the
1  .perturbation « f in Eq. 1 is dissipative such that one torus persists under
the perturbation and gets attractive. The precise assumptions made on
 .  .systems 1 , 2 , respectively, are stated in the following hypothesis.
HYPOTHESIS H. There are a point aU g V and positi¨ e constants s ,
r, c , a such that the following holds:0
 .  .i Equation 2 is analytic in a complex domain containing
U< <D s , r [ w , a Im w F s , a y a F r . 4 .  .  .
1 1 .  .  .ii Let T a denote the a¨erage of T w, a with respect to w. Then
U U1 1 .  .T a s 0 and DT a has eigen¨alues with negati¨ e real parts.
 .  U .iii v a satisfies the strong non-resonance condition
c0U m  4n ? v a G for all n g Z y 0 . . a< <n
 .  .We shall apply a numerical integration method to Eq. 1 or Eq. 2 .
Several problems arise. Does the numerical method reflect the properties
of the differential equation? Is there an attractive invariant torus also for
the numerical scheme? Of course one expects that for sufficiently small
step-sizes the integration method admits an attractive invariant torus as
the differential equation does. But how small has the step size to be taken?
How does the step size depend on the perturbation parameter « which is a
measure for the attractivity of the invariant torus? In this paper we give
answers to these questions.
 .In Section 2 we treat the differential equation 2 . We show that under
Hypothesis H it admits an attractive invariant torus M for small « . M is« «
m  U4«-close to M s T = a . Moreover, M attracts a d-neighbourhood of0 «
 .M with d ª 0 as « ª 0. We give a lower bound for d « which is0
logarithmically small in « . These two results improve corresponding results
w xin Bambusi and Gaeta 1 . Our analysis is done by the method of averag-
ing. The problem of this section is classical, see, e.g., Bogoliubov and
w x w xMitropolski 2 and Kirchgraber and Stiefel 4 .
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 .In Section 3 we assume that the transformation of Eq. 1 to action-an-
gle variables is explicitly known. Then an integration scheme may be
 .applied directly to Eq. 2 . With any reasonable integration method the
correct solution is obtained for « s 0. We show that the discrete system
admits an attractive invariant torus for sufficiently small step sizes h.
Assume that the perturbation parameter « is very small « is a measure
 ..for the attractivity of the invariant torus M of Eq. 2 . Then the«
integration method even admits an attractive invariant torus M for steph, «
sizes h which are much larger than « . One has only to require
G1
h F
ln G r« .0
for some constants G and G .0 1
In Section 4 we use the results of Sections 3 and of Part II to show that
 .a symplectic integration method applied to Eq. 1 admits an attractive
invariant torus if the step-size is taken sufficiently small. Again the step
size h may be chosen much larger than the perturbation parameter « .
2. EXISTENCE OF AN ATTRACTIVE INVARIANT TORUS
FOR THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION
 .  .In this section we show that Eqs. 1 , 2 , respectively, admit an attrac-
tive invariant torus for all small « .
THEOREM 1. Let Hypothesis H be satisfied.
Then there are positi¨ e constants « , g , g , and K such that for all0 0 1
 x  .« g 0, « Eq. 1 admits an attracti¨ e in¨ariant torus T . In the ¨ariables of0 «
 .  .Eq. 2 the torus may be described by a function s w, « as
mM [ w , a w g T , a s s w , « . 4 .  .«
m  U4The torus M is «-close to the torus M [ T = a , i.e.,« 0
Us w , « y a F K« . .
 . < m < U < 4The torus M attracts a d-neighbourhood w, a w g T , a y a - d of«
M with0
1qag1y1r1qa .g exp yg d s « or equi¨ alently d s . .0 1  /ln g r« .0
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Remark. The main difficulty in proving the existence of an attractive
 .  .invariant torus for Eq. 2 is that v a depends on a. Arbitrarily close to
aU resonance phenomena may occur. The dissipative effects have to be
stronger than the resonance effects. This is the reason why in general the
attracted neighbourhood of the torus gets smaller and smaller as « ª 0.
Note that « is exponentially small compared to d or that d is only
``logarithmically small'' compared to « .
In order to prove Theorem 1 we shall need the following lemma stating
1 1  .that the terms R and T in Eq. 2 may be averaged up to exponentially
small remainders.
 .We need the following norms: for a function f defined in D s , r we
set
5 5f [ sup f w , a . 4 .s , r
 .  .w , a gD s , r
LEMMA 2. Let Hypothesis H be satisfied. Then there are constants
) )  .  .K , K , and functions F, G, R , T defined for w, a, d with w, a g0 1
 .D s , d , d - r, with the following properties. The following estimates hold for
 .  .w, a g D s y s, d , s - s ,
1
mq 1 ymqa . s 15 5F ?, ? , d F 2 G m q a s e R .  . s , dsys , d c0
Lvmq2 ymq2 a . s 15 5q 2 G m q 2a s e T . s , d2c0
1
mq 1 ymqa . s 15 5G ?, ? , d F 2 G m q a s e T .  . s , dsys , d c0
) 2 m ym sr2 1 yM d. sr25 5R ?, ? , d F 2 m y 1 ! s e R e .  . s , dsys , d
) 2 m ym sr2 1 yM d. sr25 5T ?, ? , d F 2 m y 1 ! s e T e , .  . s , dsys , d
 .where L is the Lipschitz constant of v a and wherev
 .1r 1qac0
M d [ . .  /2 L dv
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If « is so small such that
1 ­ F , G .
« A ?, ? , d F , A w , a, d [ w , a, d , .  .  .sys , d 2 ­ w , a .
s
« F ?, ? , d F s, s F , . sys , d 2
3 .
« G ?, ? , d F r , r F d, . sys , d
then the equation
w s w q « F w , a, d .
4 .
a s a q « G w , a, d .
 .  .defines a transformation for w, a g D s y s, d . This transformation is
 .  .  .defined for w, a in a set containing D s y 2 s, d y r and it takes Eq. 2 to
1 ) 2 ÃÇw s v a q « R a q R w , a, d q « R w , a, « , d .  .  .  .
5 .
1 ) 2 ÃÇa s « T a q T w , a, d q « T w , a, « , d . .  .  .
1 1 1 1 .  .  .  .R a and T a are the a¨erages of the functions R w, a and T w, a with
Ã .  .  .respect to w. Equation 5 is well defined for w, a g D s y s, d y r . For R
Ãand T the estimate
Ã ÃR ?, ? , « , d , T ?, ? , « , d .  .sys , dyr sys , dyr
2 y2mq3aq1.F K A ?, ? , d F K s . sys , dyr0 1
holds.
Proof. We first define G. Let
R1 w , a s R1 a ein?w .  . n
mngZ
T 1 w , a s T 1 a ein?w .  . n
mngZ
be the Fourier expansions of R1, T 1 and let d - r be given. Set N [
w  .x 1M d and split T into the three parts
1 1T a [ T a .  .0
T F w , a, d [ T 1 a ein?w .  . n
< <0- n FN
T ) w , a, d [ T 1 a ein?w . .  . n
< <n )N
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< < < <If 0 - n F N and if a y a* F d then it follows from the non-resonance
 .condition H iii and from the definition of N that
U Un ? v a G n ? v a y n ? v a y v a .  .  .  . .
U U< < < <G n ? v a y n L a y a . v
c0
< <G y n L da v< <n
c0G ) 0.a< <2 n
Thus
yi
1G a [ T a .  .n nn ? v a .
< < < U <is defined for all n and a with 0 - n F N and a y a F d. The function
G w , a, d [ G a ein?w .  . n
< <0- n FN
 .is defined in D s , d and satisfies
G w , a, d v a s T F w , a, d . 6 .  .  .  .w
We now give estimates for G and T ) . Since the Fourier coefficients of
1 < <the analytic function T decay exponentially we have for 0 - n F N and
< U <a y a F d
< < a1 2 n
1 y < n < s 15 5G a s T a F e T . .  . s , dn nn ? w a c . 0
As in Part II we need the fact that the number of m-tuples n s
 . m < < m my1 n , . . . , n g Z with n s k is less than or equal to 2 k induction1 m
.  .  .with respect to m . Hence, for all w, a g D s y s, d we have
< n <sys.G w , a, d F G a e .  . n
< <0- n FN
2
a1 y < n < s5 5 < <F T n es , dc0 < <0- n FN
mq 1 `2
1 aqmy1 yk s5 5F T k es , dc0 ks1
mq 1
`2 aqmy11 ys x5 5F T 1 q x e dx .s , dHc 00
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and we finally obtain the estimate
2 mq 1
1 ymqa . s5 5G ?, ? , d F T G m q a s e . .  .s , dsys , d c0
)  .  .For the remainder T we similarly get for w, a g D s y s, d
) 1 < n <sys.T w , a, d F T a e .  . n
< <n )N
5 1 5 y< n < sF T es , d
< <n )N
`
m 1 my1 yk s5 5F 2 T k es , d
ksNq1
`
m 1 yNq1. sr2 my1 yk sr25 5F 2 T e k es , d
ks1
yms
m 1 yNq1. sr2 sr25 5F 2 T e m y 1 ! e .s , d  /2
and hence
) 2 m 1 ym sr2 yM d. sr25 5T ?, ? , d F 2 m y 1 ! T s e e . .  . s , dsys , d
1 .We next define F. We split the function R w, a into the three parts
1 1R a [ R a .  .0
RF w , a, d [ R1 a ein?w .  . n
< <0- n FN
R) w , a, d [ R1 a ein?w . .  . n
< <n )N
Similarly as above we define
yi
1F a [ R a q Dv a G a .  .  .  .n n nn ? v a .
and
F w , a, d [ F a ein?w . .  . n
< <0- n FN
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 .  .  .Similarly as before, the function F w, a, d is defined for w, a g D s , d
and satisfies
F w , a, d v a s RF w , a, d q Dv a G w , a, d . 7 .  .  .  .  .  .w
) < U <We estimate F and R . For the estimate of F we have for a y a F d
1 Lv1 1F a F R a q T a .  .  .n n n2n ? v a . n ? v a .
22 2
a 2 ay < n < s 1 y < n < s 1< < 5 5 < < 5 5F n e R q L n e T .s , d s , dv  /c c0 0
5 5 5 ) 5 5 5Now the estimates for F and R are obtained analogously as for G
5 ) 5and T above. We get
2 mq 1
1 ymqa . s5 5F ?, ? , d F R G m q a s e .  .s , dsys , d c0
2 mq 2
1 ymq2 a . s5 5q L T G m q 2a s e .s , dv 2c0
and
) 2 m 1 ym sr2 yM d. sr25 5R ?, ? , d F 2 m y 1 ! R s e e . .  . s , dsys , d
Using
i yi
1 1DG a s D n ? v a T a q DT a .  .  .  .n n n2 n ? v a .n ? v a . .
 .and the corresponding expression for DF a one gets similarly as aboven
y mq2 aq1. 1 ymqa . 15 5 5 5D G ?, ? , d s O s T q s D T .  .s , d s , da asys , d
y mq3aq1. 1 15 5 5 5D F ?, ? , d s O s R q T .  . s , d s , da sys , d
y mq2 a . 5 1 5 5 1 5qs D R q D T . .s , d s , da a
y mqaq1. 15 5D G ?, ? , d s O s T .  .s , dw sys , d
y mq2 aq1. 1 15 5 5 5D F ?, ? , d s O s R q T . .  . .s , d s , dw sys , d
 .  y mq3aq1..  .  .It follows that A w, a, d s O s for w, a g D s y s, d . If «
 .  .is so small such that 3 holds then Eq. 4 defines a transformation J:
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w w wÃ .  .  .  .  . ¬ for w, a g D s y s, d . Let V be the set of all g D s ya a a
w Ã Ã.  .  .  .s, d with J g D s , d . For V and V [ J V the following inclusionsa
hold:
ÃD s y s, d y r ; V ; D s y s, d , .  .
D s y 2 s, d y r ; V ; D s , d . .  .
 .The transformation J takes Eq. 2 to
1v a q « R w , a q Dv a G w , a, d .  . .  .Çw
I q « A w , a, d s . .
1 /  /Ç «T w , a .a
2 < < < < < < 2q « O 1 q F q G q G .
2y1 2Ã .  .  < < .for w, a g V. Using I q « A s I y « A q « O A we find
1Çw s v a q « R w , a q Dv a G w , a, d y F w , a, d v a .  .  . .  .  .w
2 Ãq « R w , a, « , d . 8 .
1 2 ÃÇa s « T w , a y G w , a, d v a q « T w , a, « , d . . .  .  .w
 .  .  .  .It follows from Eqs. 6 , 7 that Eq. 8 simplifies to the form of Eq. 5 .
Ã Ã5  .5 5  .5 5 We also get R ?, ? , « , d , T ?, ? , « , d s O A ?, ? ,sys, dyr sys, dyr
2 y2mq3aq1..5 .  .d s O s .sys, dyr
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The structure of the proof is as follows. We start
 .with Eq. 2 and by means of Lemma 2 we obtain an ``averaged'' equation
where the right-hand side is independent of w up to small terms. Then we
w xapply the invariant manifold theorem in 5 to establish the existence of an
attractive invariant torus.
In order to apply the invariant manifold theorem we need an averaged
equation where the w-dependent terms are small compared to « 2. We
 .  .  .  .apply Lemma 2 to Eq. 2 . The transformation 4 takes Eq. 2 to Eq. 5 .
We rewrite this equation in the form
1 ) 2 2ÃÇw s v a q « R a q R w , a, d q « R w , a, d .  .  .  .
3 3Ãq « R w , a, « , d .
1 ) 2 2 3 3Ã ÃÇa s « T a q T w , a, d q « T w , a, d q « T w , a, « , d . .  .  .  .
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As done in Lemma 2 for the «-terms it is also possible to find a
transformation which averages the « 2-terms up to exponentially small
remainders. There is a constant k such that if « satisfies the following0
 .condition corresponding to 3
« 2 F k s3mq9aq30
« 2 F k s3mq8 aq3r0
then the differential equation is transformed to
1 ) 2 2 2 ) 3 3ÃÇw s v a q « R a q R q « R a q R q « R w , a, « , d .  .  .  .
1 ) 2 2 2 ) 3 3ÃÇa s « T a q T q « T a q T q « T w , a, « , d , 9 .  .  . .
 .where we again write w, a for the transformed variables, denote again
Ã3 Ã3the remainders by R , T and where we have suppressed the arguments
) ) 2 ) 2 ) .w, a, d in the functions R , T , R , T . In addition to the estimates
of Lemma 2 we have
2 2 y2mq3aq1.5 5 5 5R , T s O s .sy2 s , d sy2 s , d
2 ) 2 )R ?, ? , d , T ?, ? , d .  .sy2 s , d sy2 s , d
s O sy2 mq3aq1.sym exp yM d sr2 . . .
3 3Ã ÃR ?, ? , « , d , T ?, ? , « , d .  .sy2 s , d sy2 s , d
s O sy3 mq3aq1. q « sy6 mq3aq1. . .
 .  .  .Equation 9 is well defined for w, a g D s y 2 s, d y 2 r . The transfor-
 .  .mation is defined for w, a in some set containing D s y 4 s, d y 3r . We
set s s sr8 and r s dr8. There is a constant C such that0
< ) < < ) < < 2 ) < < 2 ) <R , T , R , T F C exp yM d sr16 . .0
 .in the domain D 3sr4, 3dr4 . In order to apply the invariant manifold
w x 3  .theorem in 5 we consider the time-« map of Eq. 9 . This map is well
 .  .defined for w, a g D 5sr8, 5dr8 if « is sufficiently small. Expanding
the solution with respect to time we find for the time-« 3 map
3 4 1 ) 5 2 2 )w s w q « v a q « R a q R q « R a q R .  .  .1
6 6Ãq « R w , a, « , d 10 . .
4 1 ) 5 2 2 ) 6 6Ãa s a q « T a q T q « T a q T q « T w , a, « , d . .  .  .1
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 .Equation 10 is of the form
Ãw s w q f w , a, « , d .1
a s g w , a, « , d . .1
U . < < < 4We have to verify that this map maps some set S s w, a a y a F DD
Ãinto itself and that in S the Lipschitz constants L of f , g with respect toD i j
w, a satisfy the condition
2 L L - 1 y L y L . 11 .’ 12 21 11 22
 . mBy Hypothesis H ii there is a constant C and a norm in R such that1
U4 1 4<  . <I q « DT a - 1 y 2C « holds for small « . Hence in some fixed1
U 4 1 .neighbourhood of a the Lipschitz constant of a q « T a is smaller
4 m <than 1 y C « . There are constants C , C such that for w, a g R , a y1 2 3
U <a F dr2, and for d, « , «rd small enough the Lipschitz constants Li j
satisfy
4 2 4L s « C exp yM d sr16 q C « F « C r4 . .11 3 2 1
C C2 33 3L s « L q q exp yM d sr16 « F « 2 L . .12 v v /d d
4 2L s « C exp yM d sr16 q C « . .21 3 2
C C 33 24 4L s 1 y « C y exp yM d sr16 y « F 1 y C « . . .22 1 1d d 4
Here we have used the following fact. For any analytic function f defined
 .in D u, ¨ the estimates
k k­ f k! ­ f k!
5 5 5 5F f , F f 12 .u , ¨ u , ¨k k k k­w s ­ a ru , ¨yruys , ¨
 .hold. Condition 11 is satisfied if
v « , d, and «rd are sufficiently small.
v   . .g exp yM d sr16 F « holds for some constant g independent0 0
of d and « .
 .  .y1r1qa .If we choose g such that M d sr16 s g dr4 and if we set1 1
 .   ..1qa   . .d s 4d « [ 4 g rln g r« then we have g exp yM d sr16 s «1 0 0
and both conditions are satisfied if « is sufficiently small. We show that
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 .the set S is mapped into itself. From Eq. 10 we getd r2
U U4 4< < < <a y a F 1 y C « a y a q « C exp yM d sr16 q C « . . . .1 1 0 2
U< <for some constants C , C , C and for a y a F dr2. We have to verify0 1 2
d C C « C0 2 0G exp yM d sr16 q « s q C . . 2 /2 C C C g1 1 1 0
which clearly holds for « sufficiently small.
w x  .It follows from the invariant manifold theorem in 5 that Eq. 10 and
 .  . <therefore also Eq. 9 admits an attractive invariant torus M s w, a w«
Um  .4  .  .g T , a s s w, « with s w, « s a q O « . The torus M attracts the«
set
Um < <w , a w g T , a y a F dr2 s 2d « . 4 . .
 .We take the torus M back to the original coordinates w, a . The«
 .  .  .transformation from Eq. 2 to Eq. 9 being I q O « we conclude that
 .  . < mEq. 2 admits an attractive invariant torus M s w, a w g T , a s«
 .4  . U  .  . <s w, « with s w, « s a q O « and that M attracts the set w, a w g«
Um < <  .4T , a y a F dr4 s d « .
3. NUMERICAL INTEGRATION OF THE SYSTEM IN
ACTION-ANGLE VARIABLES
 .  .In this section we assume that the transformation from Eq. 1 to Eq. 2
is explicitly known. Then it is possible to apply directly a numerical
 .  .integration method to Eq. 2 . The time-h map of Eq. 2 has the form
w s w q hv a q h« R1 h , w , a q h« 2R2 h , w , a, « .  .  .1
13 .
a s a q h«T 1 h , w , a q h« 2T 2 h , w , a, « . .  .1
Any reasonable one-step method will integrate the unperturbed equation
 .i.e., « s 0 exactly and hence the symplectic structure will be preserved.
As shown in Part I a one-step method of order p then generates a map of
the form
1 p 1w s w q hv a q h« R h , w , a q h r h , w , a .  .  .1
2 2 p 2q h« R h , w , a, « q h r h , w , a, « .  .
14 .
1 p 1a s a q h« T h , w , a q h t h , w , a .  .1
2 2 p 2q h« T h , w , a, « q h t h , w , a, « . .  .
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 .We now seek a transformation which takes the map 14 to a map which is
independent of w up to small terms.
LEMMA 3. Let the map
w s w q hv a q h« R1 h , w , a q h« 2R2 h , w , a, « .  .  .1
15 .
a s a q h«T 1 h , w , a q h« 2T 2 h , w , a, « .  .1
satisfy the assumptions
HYPOTHESIS HX. There are a point aU g V and positi¨ e constants
s X, rX, c , a such that0
 .  .  X X.i The map 15 is analytic in a domain containing D s , r .
1 1 .  .  .ii The a¨erage T h, a of T h, w, a with respect to w satisfies
U U1 1 .  .T 0, a s 0 and D T 0, a has eigen¨alues with negati¨ e real parts.a
 .  U .iii v a satisfies the strong non-resonance condition
c0U m  4n ? v a G for all n g Z y 0 . . a< <n
Then there are positi¨ e constants h , K , K and functions F, G, R) , T )0 0 1
 .  .  X . Xdefined for h, w, a, d with h - h , w, a g D s , d , d - D with the prop-0
erties
1
mq 2 ymqa . s 1 XX 5 5F h , ? , ? , d F 2 G m q a s e R .  . s , ds ys , d c0
Lvmq4 ymq2 a . s 1 X5 5q 2 G m q 2a s e T . s , d2c0
1
mq 2 ymqa . s 1 XX 5 5G h , ? , ? , d F 2 G m q a s e T .  . s , ds ys , d c0
) 2 m ym sr2 1 yM h , d. sr2XX 5 5R h , ? , ? , d F 2 m y 1 ! s e R e .  . s , ds ys , d
) 2 m ym sr2 1 yM h , d. sr2XX 5 5T h , ? , ? , d F 2 m y 1 ! s e T e .  . s , ds ys , d
for s - s X and where
 .1r 1qac 10
M h , d [ min , . .  / 52 L d h ? sup v a .v
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If « is so small such that
­ F , G .
X« A h , ? , ? , d F 1r2, A h , w , a, d [ h , w , a, d , .  .  .s ys , d
­ w , a .
X« F h , ? , ? , d F s, . s ys , d
16 .
X« G h , ? , ? , d F r , . s ys , d
s - s Xr4, r - dr3, then the equation
w s w q « F h , w , a, d .
17 .
a s a q « G h , w , a, d .
X .  .  .  .defines a transformation J: w, a ¬ w, a for w, a g D s y s, d . If in
 .  .addition to condition 16 , h is so small such that the map 15 satisfies
h v a F s, .
< < Xw y w F s, for w , a g D s , d , .  .1 18 .
< <a y a F r ,1
X .  .  .then for w, a g D s y 4 s, d y 3r the transformation J takes Eq. 15 to
1 )w s w q hv a q h« R h , a q R h , w , a, d .  .  .1
2 Ãq h« R h , w , a, « , d . 19 .
1 ) 2 Ãa s a q h« T h , a q T h , w , a, d q h« T h , w , a, « , d . .  .  .1
1 1 1 .  .  .The functions R h, a and T h, a are the a¨erages of R h, w, a and
1 Ã Ã .T h, w, a with respect to w. For A, R, and T the estimates
y mq3aq1.
XA h , ? , ? , d F K s . s ys , d 0
y2 mq3aq1.Ã ÃX XR h , ? , ? , « , d , T h , ? , ? , « , d F K s .  .s y4 s , dy3 r s y4 s , dy3 r 1
hold.
 .  .Remarks. 1 If Eq. 2 satisfies Hypothesis H, then its time-h map
 . X X Xhas the form of Eq. 15 and satisfies Hypothesis H for some s F s , r
 .F r. This is obtained by integrating Eq. 2 from 0 to h.
 .2 The constant K may be estimated as0
5 1 5 X 5 1 5 X 5 1 5 X 5 1 5 XK F const R q T q R q T , .s , d s , d s , d s , d0 a a
where const only depends on c , a , L , and the space dimension m.0 v
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Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Lemma 2. We first
w  .x 1define G. We set N [ M h, d and split T into the three parts
1 1T h , a [ T h , a .  .0
T F h , w , a, d [ T 1 h , a ein?w .  . n
< <0- n FN
T ) h , w , a, d [ T 1 h , a ein?w . .  . n
< <n )N
X  .From the non-resonance condition H iii and from the definition of N it
< < < U <follows as in the proof of Lemma 2 that 0 - n F N and a y a F d
a 1i z<  . < < < < < < <implies n ? v a G c r2 n ) 0. It is easy to see that e y 1 G z0 2
< < <  . <holds for z F 1. Since by the definition of N, hn ? v a F 1 we find
< < ah 2 4 n
F F . 20 .i hn?v a.< < n ? v a ce y 1  . 0
Hence
h
1G h , a [ T h , a .  .n nih n?v a.e y 1
< < < U <is defined for all n, a, h with 0 - n F N, a y a F d. The function
G h , w , a, d [ G h , a ein?w .  . n
< <0- n FN
 .  X .is defined for w, a g D s , d and satisfies
G h , w q hv a , a, d y G h , w , a, d s hT F h , w , a, d . 21 .  .  .  . .
1 .To define F we proceed as follows. We split the function R h, w, a into
1 F ) .  .  .the three parts R h, a , R h, w, a, d , and R h, w, a, d as in the
proof of Lemma 2. We then define
h
1F h , a [ R h , a q D v a G h , a .  .  .  .n n a nihn?v a.e y 1
and
F h , w , a, d [ F h , a ein?w . .  . n
< <0- n FN
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The function F satisfies
F h , w q hv a , a, d y F h , w , a, d .  . .
Fs h R h , w , a, d q D v a G h , w , a, d . 22 .  .  .  .a
) )  .  .The bounds for the functions F, G, R , T , and A s ­ F, G r­ w, a
 .are obtained as in the proof of Lemma 2. Equation 20 explains why there
5 5 5 5are additional factors 2 in the estimates of F and G .
X .  .  .   . .Assume w, a g D s y 4 s, d y 3r . Then 18 implies w q hv a , a
 X .  .  .  X .g D s y 3s, d y 3r , by 16 we have w, a g D s y 3s, d y 2 r , by
 .  .  X .  .Eq. 18 we get w , a g D s y 2 s, d y r , and, finally, again by 16 ,1 1
X .  .  .w , a g D s y s, d . It follows that Eq. 15 is transformed to1 1
w y w y hv a q « F w , a y F w q hv a , a .  . . . .1 1 1
s y« F w q hv a , a y F w , a .  . . .
1q h« R w , a q Dv a G w , a . .  . .
2 < < < < < < 2q O h« 1 q F q G q G 23 . . .
a y a q « G w , a y G w q hv a , a . . . .1 1 1
1s y« G w q hv a , a y G w , a q h«T w , a .  .  . . .
2 < < < <q O h« 1 q F q G , . .
where we have dropped the parameters as arguments and used that R2
2  .and T are bounded. By assumption 16 we have
F w , a y F w q hv a , a . . .1 1 /G w , a y G w q hv a , a . . .1 1
w y w y hv a .1Äs A w , a , w q hv a , a . .1 1  /a y a1
Ä< <  .  .  .with « A F 1r2. Using Eqs. 21 , 22 we conclude that the map 23
simplifies to
w y w y hv a .1ÄI q « A .  /a y a1
1 )R a q R . 22 < < < < < <s h« q O h« 1 q F q G q G . . .1 ) /T a q T .
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Ä y1 Ä .  < <.Since I q « A s I q O « A we find
w y w y hv a .1 /a y a1
1 )R a q R . 22 Ä< < < < < < < <s h« q O h« 1 q F q G q G q A . /1 ) /T a q T .
Ã Ã y2 mqa . . which is equivalent to Eq. 19 . We find that R, T s O s q
y mq3aq1. y2 mq3aq1Ã Ã.  .s and therefore R, T s O s .
We are ready to prove the main result of this section.
THEOREM 4. Let Hypothesis H be satisfied and apply a one-step method
 .C of order p to Eq. 2 . Assume that the one-step method and the time-h map
 X X.are analytic in some domain containing D s , r .
Then there are positi¨ e constants h , « , G , G , G , G , and K such that the0 0 0 1 2 3
following holds for all h F h , « F « . If0 0
G G1 3




h F min , 5 /ln G r« ln G r« .  .0 0
then the one-step method C admits an attracti¨ e in¨ariant torus. In action-an-
gle ¨ariables the torus may be described as
mM [ w , a w g T , a s s h , w , « . 4 .  .h , «
 . < m < U <  .4The torus M attracts the set w, a w g T , a y a F d « withh, «
1qa Xd « s G rln G r« F r r2. .  . .2 0
 . p  .Moreo¨er, dist M , M F Kh where M is the in¨ariant torus of Eq. 2 .h, « « «
 .Proof. The one-step method C may be written in the form of Eq. 14 .
 .We rewrite Eq. 14 as
1 1w s w q hv a q h« R h , w , a q lr h , w , a .  .  .1
2 2 2q h« R h , w , a, « q lr h , w , a, « .  .
24 .
1 1a s a q h« T h , w , a q lt h , w , a .  .1
2 2 2q h« T h , w , a, « q lt h , w , a, « . .  .
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p  .For l s h , Eq. 24 describes the one-step method C and for l s 0 it
 .  .describes the time-h map of Eq. 2 . We apply Lemma 3 to Eq. 24 .
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1 we also average the terms of order
 2 .  .O h« . According to Lemma 3 we first average the O h« terms of Eq.
 .24 with the transformation
1 1w s w q « F h , w , a, d q l f h , w , a, d .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
25 .
1 1a s a q « G h , w , a, d q lg h , w , a, d . .  .Ä Ä Ä Ä Ä
 .  XThe resulting averaged equation is defined for w, a g D s y 4 s, d yÄ Ä
.  2 . 3r . In a second step we average the O h« terms which are defined for
 .  X ..w, a g D s y 4 s, d y 3r with the transformationÄ Ä
2 2 2w s w q « F h , w , a, d q l f h , w , a, d, l .  .Ä
26 .
2 2 2a s a q « G h , w , a, d q lg h , w , a, d, l . .  .Ä
X2 2 2 2  . The functions F , G , f , g may be defined for w, a g D s y 4 s, d y
.3r and estimates of these functions and of their derivatives may be
X .  .obtained for w, a g D s y 5s, d y 3r . The following conditions corre-
 .spond to 16 :
2 2 2 2­ F q l f , G q lg 1 .
2« F ,
­ w , a 2X . s y5s , dy3 r
2 5 2 2 5 X« F q l f F s,s y5s , dy3 r
2 5 2 2 5 X« G q lg F r .s y5s , dy3 r
There is a constant k such that these conditions are satisfied if1
« 2 F k s3mq6aq2 ,1
27 .
« 2 F k s3mq5aq1r .1
 .  .Hence if Eq. 27 is satisfied then Eq. 26 defines a transformation for
X X .  .  .  .w, a g D s y 5s, d y 3r . Assume w, a g D s y 10 s, d y 8 r . Then
we get
w , a g D s X y 9s, d y 7r , by 26 , 27 , .  .  . .Ä Ä
w , a g D s X y 8 s, d y 6 r , by 25 , 16 , .  .  .  .
w , a g D s X y 7s, d y 5r , by 24 , 18 , .  .  .  .1 1
w , a g D s X y 6 s, d y 4 r , by 25 , 16 , .  .  .Ä Ä .1 1
Xw , a g D s y 5s, d y 3r , by 26 , 27 . .  .  . .1 1
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 .The map 24 is transformed to
1 1) 1 1)w s w q hv a q h« R h , a q R qlr h , a q lr .  .  .1
2 2 2 ) 2 2 )q h« R h , a q R qlr h , a q lr .  .
3 3 3Ãq h« R h , w , a, « , d q lr h , w , a, « , d , l .  .Ã
28 .
1 1) 1 1)a s a q h« T h , a q T qlt h , a q lt .  .1
2 2 2 ) 2 2 )q h« T h , a q T qlt h , a q lt .  .
3 3 3Ã Ãq h« T h , w , a, « , d q lt h , w , a, « , d , l , .  .Ä
i) i) 1) 1) .where we have suppressed the arguments h, w, a, d in R , T , r , t
X2 ) 2 ) .  .  . and h, w, a, d, l in r , t . Equation 28 is defined for w, a g D s
X.  . y 10 s, d y 8 r . The following estimates hold for w, a g D s y 10 s, d
. Xy 8 r , s - s r10, r - dr8:
2 2 2 2 y2 mq3aq1.< < < < < < < <R , T , r , t s O s .
< 2 ) < < 2 ) < < 2 ) < < 2 ) < y3 mq3aq1.R , T , r , t s O s exp yM h , d sr2 . . .
Ã3 Ã3 3 3 y3mq6aq2. y6 mq10aq3.< < < < < < < <ÃR , T , r , t s O s q « s . .Ã
We set s s s Xr40 and r s dr40. There is a constant C such that2
< i) < < i) < < i) < < i) < XR , T , r , t - C exp yM h , d s r80 . .2
 X .in the domain D 3s r4, 4dr5 . In order to apply the invariant manifold
w xtheorem in 5 we estimate the Lipschitz constants L , i, j s 1, 2, associ-i j
 .ated to the right hand side of Eq. 28 . As in the proof of Theorem 1 one
1 .may find a norm such that the Lipschitz constant of a q h«T h, a is
smaller than or equal to 1 y h« C in some neighbourhood of aU. There is1
X .  .a constant C such that for w, a g D s r2, 3dr4 and for h, d, l, « , and4
«rd sufficiently small
L s h« 3C q h« C exp yM h , d s Xr80 F h« C r4 . .11 4 4 1
C4 XL s hL q h« 1 q exp yM h , d s r80 F h2 L . . .12 v vd
L s h« 3C q h« C exp yM h , d s Xr80 . .21 4 4 29 .
C C4 4XL s 1 y h« C y lC y exp yM h , d s r80 y « . .22 1 4 d d
3
F 1 y C h«14
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  . X .holds if exp yM h, d s r80 rd is sufficiently small. We have again used
 .  .Eq. 12 to estimate the derivatives. Condition 11 is satisfied if
v « , l, h, d, and «rd are sufficiently small,
v
X  . .G exp yM h, d s r80 F « holds for some G independent of h,0 0
« , l, and d.
v
X X X  . .G exp yM h, d s r80 F d holds for some G independent of h,0 0
« , l, and d.
The third condition follows from the second if «rd is sufficiently small. By
 .the definition of M h, d one may find constants G and G such that the1 2
first two conditions are satisfied if
v « , l, h , d , «rd are sufficiently small,
 .y1r 1qa
v G exp yG dr2 F « , . 30 /  .0 2
y1
v G exp yG h F « . .0 1
 .   ..1q aSetting d « [ dr2 [ G r ln G r« we have G exp2 0 0
  .y1r1qa ..  .yG dr2 s « and the three conditions of 30 are satisfied2
 .under the hypothesis of Theorem 4. From Eq. 28 we conclude that there
is a constant C such that for C , C as above5 1 2
U U< < < <a y a F 1 y h« C a y a .1 1
Xq h« C exp yM h , d s r80 q C l q C « . . .2 5 5
U . < < < 4It follows that every set w, a w real, a y a F D with
D G D [ C rC exp yM h , d s Xr80 q C rC l q « .  .  .  . .0 2 1 5 1
 .is positively invariant under the map 28 . By our assumptions we have
C C C5 2 5
D F l q q « .0  /C C G C1 1 0 1
  ..1qaOne may find G such that the assumption l F G rln G r« or3 3 0
  ..1qa .r p  .equivalently h F G rln G r« cf. assumptions of Theorem 43 0
 .implies D F dr4 s d « r2 for small « . It follows from the invariant0
 .manifold theorem that Eq. 28 admits an attractive invariant torus in the
U . < < <  . 4set w, a a y a F dr4 s d « r2 and that the torus attracts the set
U . < < <  . 4w, a a y a F 3dr4 s 3d « r2 . The tori M and M are obtained« h, «
p  .  . <by setting l s 0, l s h , respectively, in Eq. 28 . The tori M s w, a a«
 .4  . <  .4s s w, « and M s w, a a s s h, w, « are described by functionsh, «
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U U< < < <s and s with s y a , s y a F D . We take the tori M and M back0 « h, «
 .  .  .to the original coordinates w, a . The transformations 25 , 26 being
 .I q O « we conclude that M and M are described by functions s and« h, «
< U < < U <  .s with s y a , s y a F 2D F dr2 s d « and that they attract the0
 . < m < U <  .4set w, a w g T , a y a F dr2 s d « .
 .To estimate the distance of M and M we go back to w, a -coordi-h, « «
pw x  .nates. Corollary 4 of 5 applies and we conclude s y s s O h . Note that
 .  .due to the l-dependent transformations 25 , 26 the tori M and M« h, «
 .  .are described in different coordinates. Equations 25 , 26 show that there
p .is a transformation of the form I q O « h taking the coordinates of M«
to the coordinates of M . It follows that the distance of the tori Mh, « h, «
p .and M is of order O h .«
4. EXISTENCE OF AN ATTRACTIVE INVARIANT TORUS
FOR SYMPLECTIC ONE-STEP METHODS
 .We apply a symplectic one-step method to Eq. 1 with « ) 0. For an
w xoverview on symplectic methods see, e.g., Hairer, Nùrsett, and Wanner 3 ,
w x w xSanz-Serna and Calvo 6 , and Yoshida 9 . We know from Part II that for
« s 0 the integration method is integrable up to exponentially small terms.
This result is crucial to treat the case where « ) 0.
THEOREM 5. Let Hypothesis H be satisfied. Apply a symplectic one-step
 .method C of order p to Eq. 1 . Assume that the one-step method C and the
 X X. Xtime-h map are analytic in the domain D s , r . Let b - pr2 be gi¨ en and
let b satisfy
p y b X p y 2b X b X
b - min , , , 1 . 52m q 2a q 3 m q a q 3 a q 1
Then there are positi¨ e constants h , « , K such that the following holds for all0 0
h F h , « F « . If0 0
1rb1 1
exp y F « or equi¨ alently h F
b /  /ln 1r«h  .
then the one-step method C admits an attracti¨ e in¨ariant torus which in the
 .¨ariables of Eq. 2 may be written as
mM [ w , a w g T , a s s h , w , « . 4 .  .h , «
 . < m < U < 4The torus M attracts the set w, a w g T , a y a F d with d sh, «
1 Xb r b b mqaq1.qb 9 p  ..  .   ..1rln 1r« . Moreo¨er, dist M , M FK 1rln 1r« hh, « «4
 .where M is the in¨ariant torus of Eq. 2 .«
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 .  .Proof. We transform the map C to the variables w, a of Eq. 2 . In
these coordinates the method C has the form
p 0 1 p 1w s w q h v a q h r h , w , a q h« R h , w , a q h r h , w , a .  .  .  .1
2 2 p 2q h« R h , w , a, « q h r h , w , a, « .  .
pq1 0 1 p 1a s a q h t h , w , a q h« T h , w , a q h t h , w , a .  .  .1
2 2 p 2q h« T h , w , a, « q h t h , w , a, « . .  .
For « s 0 this map is symplectic. We thus may apply Theorem 1 of Part II.
U U  .   ..1r bWe set h s h « s 1rln 1r« . There is a change of coordinates
such that in the new coordinates the map is integrable up to exponentially
 pq1  U b ..small remainders of order O h exp y1rh . Since by our choice of
U  U b .h the identity exp y1rh s « holds we may put these small remain-
 pq1 .ders into the terms of order O h « .
U  .At this point the map is certainly defined for h F h , w, a g
 X U . U U b
X
 .D s r2, d r2 with d s h provided « is sufficiently small . The map
 .  .is of the form of Eq. 14 with the only difference that v a is replaced by
 . p 0 .v a q h r h, a, « . We proceed as in Section 3, but in Lemma 3,Ä
 .M h, d has to be replaced by
 .1r 1qac0ÄM h , d [ min , . p 0 / < <2 L d q h ­ r r­ aÄ .w
1
.
p 0 5h sup v a q h r h , a, « .  .Ä
Ä UWe apply Lemma 3 with the modified M and set d [ d r2. We again
 2 .average the terms of order O h« . Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4
we set s s s Xr80, r s dr40. After the averaging process we obtain an
 .equation of the form of Eq. 28 ,
p 0w s w q hv a q h r h , a, « .  .Ä1
1 1) p 1 p 1)q h« R h , a q R q h r h , a q h r .  .
2 2 2 ) p 2 p 2 )q h« R h , a q R q h r h , a q h r .  .
3 3 p 3Ãq h« R h , w , a, « , d q h r h , w , a, « , d .  .Ã
1 1) p 1 p 1)a s a q h« T h , a q T q h t h , a q h t .  .1
2 2 2 ) p 2 p 2 )q h« T h , a q T q h t h , a q h t .  .
3 3 p 3Ã Ãq h« T h , w , a, « , d q h t h , w , a, « , d . .  .
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 .For the Lipschitz constants L we have the estimates of Eq. 29 buti j
now with L replaced by L q h p const, l replaced by h p, s X replaced byv v
X Ä .s r2, and with the modified M h , d . If h , « , «rd , and
Ä X  . .exp yM h, d s r160 rd are sufficiently small we obtain
3 Ä XL s h« C q h« C exp yM h , d s r160 F h« C r4 . .11 6 6 1
C6 Xp ÄL s h L q h C q h« 1 q exp yM h , d s r160 F h2 L . .  . .12 v 6 vd
3 Ä XL s h« C q h« C exp yM h , d s r160 . .21 6 6
C C6 6Xp ÄL s 1 y h« C y h C y exp yM h , d s r160 y « . .22 1 6 d d
3
F 1 y C h« .14
w xIn order to apply the invariant manifold theorem in 5 we have to verify
 .Condition 11 . As in Section 3 this condition is satisfied if
v
U U .h , « , and «rd are sufficiently small we have h F h ,
Ä U U Xv   . .C exp yM h , d r2 s r160 F « holds for some constant C inde-
pendent of hU , « , and d.
X Ä U U X Xv   . .C exp yM h , d r2 s r160 F d holds for some constant C in-
dependent of hU , « , and d.
Note that the third condition follows from the second if «rd is sufficiently
small. Since
1r1qac 10U UÄM h , d r2 G min , . U U / 54L d r2 2h sup v a .w
 .there are constants C , C such that Condition 11 is satisfied if1 2
v « is sufficiently small,
v
Uy 1r1qa . .C exp yC d F « ,1
v
Uy 1 .C exp yC h F «2
 U U b
X Unote that d r2 s h r2 gets arbitrarily small if « and hence h is small
. Uenough . These conditions are satisfied if « and hence h are sufficiently
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X  .small: Since b r 1 q a ) b one has
 . X  . b1r 1qa b r 1qa1 1 1
ln C y C s ln C y C - y1 1U U U /  /  /d h h
for sufficiently small hU. Taking exponentials we get
C exp yC dUy 1r1qa . - exp yhUy b s « . .1
implying the second condition. The last condition is verified similarly.
 . < < U < U <4We verify that the set w, a a y a F d r2 is mapped into itself.
Similarly as in the proof of Theorem 4 we have to verify
dU G const h p q « . .
This inequality is satisfied for « sufficiently small. The invariant manifold
w xtheorem in 5 applies and it follows that the system admits an attractive
invariant torus.
As in the proof of Theorem 4 we transform the torus back to original
 . < m <coordinates and conclude that the torus attracts the set w, a w g T , a
U < U 4y a F d s dr2 s d r4 .
The distance of the tori M and M is estimated as in the proof of« h, «
Theorem 4.
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